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Quaternary protoberberine alkaloids are a class of natural dyes characterized by bright colors ranging from
yellow to orange. As they present a strong fluorescence emission, their analysis by Raman spectroscopy is
limited to specific techniques such as Fourier transform (FT)-Raman and spectral shift Raman techniques
such as shifted subtracted Raman difference spectroscopy (SSRDS) and shifted excitation Raman difference
spectroscopy (SERDS). In a previous article, we successfully used surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) in the analysis of the alkaloid dye berberine in an ancient textile. The examination of the Raman
and SERS spectra of berberine in combination with density functional theory (DFT) calculations indicated
a flat adsorption geometry of the molecule on the Ag surface. In this article we extend that work to the
study of related protoberberine alkaloids, palmatine, jatrorrhizine, and coptisine. The same adsorption
geometry as in berberine was deduced. We found that the four alkaloids, although minimally different
in their chemical structures, could be differentiated by the position of marker bands. Those bands are the
most enhanced ones in the SERS spectra, which appear in the 700–800 cm−1 region. Copyright  2008 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

The alkaloids represent a large group of secondary metabo-
lites with diverse structures, widely distributed in nature
and possessing important biological activities. The isoquino-
line skeleton is the basic building block of protoberberines.
The quaternary protoberberine alkaloids represent approx-
imately 25% of the known alkaloids with a protoberberine
skeleton isolated from natural sources.1 Berberine (Fig. 1(a)),
palmatine (Fig. 1(b)), jatrorrhizine (Fig. 1(c)), and coptisine
(Fig. 1(d)) are four important members of quaternary proto-
berberine alkaloids. They are characterized by bright colors,
ranging from yellow (berberine) to orange (jatrorrhizine).
The color of their solutions may vary slightly, depending on
the concentration, solvent, and pH.1

Berberine, palmatine, and jatrorrhizine may be found in
many species of the Berberidaceae family, while coptisine is
present in species of both the Fumariaceae and Papaveraceae
families. These dyes display significant biological activity.
They widely coexist in many Chinese herbal medicines, such
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as Rhizoma coptidis and Caulis mahoniae.2 Currently, they
still have medical interest.3 For example, berberine, palma-
tine, and coptisine have been probed to inhibit dopamine
biosynthesis.4,5

These yellow dyes are highly fluorescent, seriously limit-
ing the use of Raman spectroscopy to identify them. Indeed,
only shifted subtracted Raman difference spectroscopy
(SSRDS) or shifted excitation Raman difference spectroscopy
(SERDS)6 permit obtaining the spectra of berberine, pal-
matine, and the bark of the Amur cork tree (Phelloden-
dron amurense)7using dispersive Raman equipment. Surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has demonstrated its
potential in the analysis of natural dyes.8 – 12 This technique
combines a high sensitivity with the fluorescence quenching
that occurs on metallic surfaces.13,14 In previous work, we
carried out a study of the adsorption of berberine on Ag
nanoparticles and the identification of this dye in an ancient
textile by SERS,15 using both 785 and 1064 nm excitation
(the former only for SERS, the latter both for SERS and
conventional Raman measurements). However, no Fourier
transform (FT)-Raman or SERS spectra of palamatine, jatror-
rhizine, or coptisine have been published so far. In this paper
we extend these studies to the SERS spectra of three pro-
toberberine alkaloids, namely palmatine, jatrorrhizine, and

Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Structure of berberine (a), palmatine (b), jatrorrhizine
(c), and coptisine (d), with the numbering scheme used in DFT
calculations.

coptisine. Although 785 nm excitation is preferable for micro-
scopic SERS analysis, in this study we used FT-Raman at
1064 nm in order to compare the intensity variation between
conventional and SERS experiments in exactly the same
instrumental setup. Density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations were used to provide a complete assignment of the
bands and to help in the interpretation of their adsorption
geometry on the metallic surface. Finally, we present a com-
parison of the SERS spectra of the three studied alkaloids and
berberine and identify the discriminant bands of each dye.

EXPERIMENTAL

Palmatine was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Aldrich
361615; palmatine chloride hydrate). Coptisine and jatr-
orrhizine were obtained from PhytoLab (PhytoLab 89524,

coptisin chloride; and PhytoLab 89530, jatrorrhizine chlo-
ride). Ag colloid was prepared following the method of
Lee and Meisel16 by reduction of silver nitrate (Aldrich
209139; silver nitrate 99.9%) with sodium citrate (Aldrich
W302600; sodium citrate dihydrate). SERS measurements
were obtained from a mirror-backed cuvette used for Fourier
transform Raman measurements. A volume of 10 µl of 10�3 M

dye solution was added to 1 ml of colloid. Then, the mix-
ture was aggregated by adding 20 µl of 0.5 M NaCl. All
solutions were prepared with 18 M� water. Glassware was
thoroughly cleaned by washing with detergent; immersing
in aqua regia (HNO3/HCl 1 : 3, v/v) and then in a piranha
mixture (H2SO4/H2O2 3: 1, v/v); and rinsing in 18 M� water.
FT-SERS measurements were conducted with a Bruker Ram
II FTRaman-Vertex 70 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectrometer. The 1064 nm line of a Nd : YAG laser was used
as the excitation source. The resolution was set at 4 cm�1 in
backscattering mode. A liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge detector
was used to collect 1000 scans for obtaining a good Raman
spectrum. The laser output was kept at 150 mW. The nor-
mal Raman spectra were obtained directly from pure powder
samples by FT-Raman measurements. To avoid sample dam-
age, the power was kept at 25 mW, and 1000–2000 scans were
accumulated.

DFT calculations were performed with Gaussian 0317 at
the B3LYP level of theory and employing the 6–31CG basis
set. The geometry was optimized to a minimum energy, and
then a frequency calculation was performed. No imaginary
wavenumbers were observed in the calculated spectrum.
In accord with usual practice, a scaling factor of 0.98 was
applied to the calculated wavenumbers in order to obtain
the optimum fit to the observed wavenumbers.18

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Normal Raman spectra and DFT calculations of
palmatine
The normal Raman and the calculated (DFT) Raman spectra
are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (a), respectively. There is a
very good correspondence between the two spectra after
scaling the calculated wavenumbers by a factor of 0.98. We
observed, however, that the intensity of the Raman band at
739 cm�1 was underestimated relative to the bands at higher
wavenumbers. When using the DFT calculations we did not
expect to obtain a quantitative correspondence between the
experimental and calculated Raman spectra, but a trend. This
is because this method does not calculate intensities as well
as the wavenumbers of the vibrational spectra. On the other
hand, in the calculation of the molecules are considered to
be in the gas phase, while the experimental normal Raman
spectrum is gathered from the solid.

The main experimental and calculated Raman bands
and their assignments are listed in Table 1. The most intense
calculated Raman bands are the ones at higher wavenumbers,
namely 1613 and 1520 cm�1, assigned to �(CC) of the A ring
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and to υ�CH2�, υ(CCC) of the C ring and υ(CH), respectively.
On the other hand, the experimental Raman spectrum shows
intense bands in the region 1280–1400 cm�1. These bands are
assigned to �w�CH2�, �t�CH2�, υ(CH), υ(CCC), and υ�CH3�.
Another intense band, at 739 cm�1, corresponds mainly to
the out-of-plane �(CH) and �(CCC) vibrations.

SERS spectrum of palmatine
Figure 2(c) shows the SERS spectrum of palmatine. As in
berberine,15 there is a large decrease in the relative intensity
of the bands in the region 1140–1640 cm�1 in the presence of
Ag nanoparticles. There is also an enhancement of the SERS
band at 736 cm�1, although the increase is less than the one
in the SERS spectrum of berberine, as this band is also strong
in the normal Raman spectrum. In the high wavenumber
region, the bands that decrease the most are those in the
1140–1220 and 1450–1640 cm�1 regions. All these bands
consist mainly of in-plane vibrations. In particular, those in
the first region are assigned to υ(CH), �t�CH2�, and �r�CH3�,

Figure 2. DFT-calculated Raman (a), FT-Raman (b), and
FT-SERS (c) spectra of palmatine.

Table 1. Wavenumbers (in cm�1) and assignments of the Raman and SERS spectra of palmatine

Mode DFT Raman SERS Description

34 501vw 510w 508w �A/C(CH), �A(CCC), υD/C(CCC), υ(C16OC), �r�CH2�

44 717vw 717vw 715vw �A(CH), �A/B(CCC), υ(C16OC), υ(C17OC), υD�CCC�breathing

46 737w 739s 736vs �C/A(CH), �A/C(CCC), υ (C14OC), υ(C15OC)
50 776vw 769w 765w υ(CCC), �(C17OC), �(C14OC), �r�CH3�, υ(C16OC), υ(C15OC)
52 856vw υD/C(CH), υD/C�CCC�breathing, υ(C16OC), υ(C17OC), υ(C15OC)

1018vw 1019vw
66 1107vw υD(CH), υ(CCC), �(C-N), �(COC), �r�C16H3�

71 1145w 1154m 1149vw υD/C(CH), �r�C17H3�, �r�C14H3�, υC(CCC), υ(C-N)
74 1167vw �r�C17H3�, �r�C14H3�

76/77 1194sh 1181vw �r�C14H3�, �r�C15H3�

80 1236m 1211m 1216vw υ(C12H), υC/A(CH), �t�C6H2�, �t�C5H2�

81 1246sh 1246w 1243vw �t�C6H2�, �t�C5H2�, υ(C12H), υ(C13H)
83 1276w υ(C11H), υ(C13H), υ�C17H3�, �(C9O), υD�CCC�breathing

84 1290w υA(CH)
85 1303m 1288s 1284w �w�C6H2�, �w�C5H2�, υ(C1H), υ(C8H), υA�CCC�breathing, υB(CCC), υ�C15H3�, �(C3O)
87 1335vw 1339m 1340w �t�C6H2�, �w�C5H2�, υC(CH), υ(C1H), υ(C11H), υ(CCC)
88 1352vw 1366s 1357w �t�C6H2�, �t�C5H2�, υ(C12H)
90 1369w 1378s 1374sh υD/C/A(CH), υ(CCC), υ�C16H3�

92 1406m 1396s 1390m �w�C6H2�, υC(CH), υ(C12H), υ�C16H3�, υC/D(CCC)
94 1428m 1430m 1422m υ�C14H3�, υ�C16H3�, �t�C6H2�, υC/D(CCC)
95 1457vw 1455w 1444w υs�C14H3�, υs�C15H3�

101 1490m 1501m 1492vw υas�C16H3�

110 1520vs 1516s 1510sh υ�C6H2�, υC(CCC), υC(CH)
111 1530sh 1526sh 1521vw �A(CC), υA(CH)
112 1561w 1571m 1566w �C/D(CC), �(C N), υC/D(CH), υs�C16H3�

113 1574vw 1584w 1581vw �A(CC), υ(CH), υ�C5H2�

114 1613vs 1607s 1606w �A(CC)
116 1637m 1638s 1631vw �C(CC)

vs, very strong; s, strong; m, medium; w, weak; vw, very weak; �, stretching; υ, bending; �w, waging; �t, twisting; �r, rocking; � ,
out-of-plane deformation; s, symmetric; as, asymmetric.
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while the ones in the second region mainly correspond to
�(CC) of the aromatic rings and υ(CH).

On the other hand, the bands in the lower wavenumber
region, around 736 cm�1 (Fig. 2) undergo a large enhance-
ment in the SERS spectrum in comparison to the ordinary
Raman spectrum. These bands, corresponding to �44, �46, �50,
and �52, together with the one at 508 cm�1 ��38�, are mainly
assigned to the out-of-plane vibrations �(CH) and �(CCC).
The changes in the intensities of the Raman bands when
palmatine is adsorbed to the Ag nanoparticles can be
used to deduce the orientation of the molecule on the
metallic surface. In this case, the most enhanced bands in
SERS spectrum involve the out-of-plane normal modes.
If the molecule is oriented parallel to the surface of the
colloidal nanoparticles, these vibrations would be perpen-
dicular to the surface. Therefore, they would be most affected
by the strong electromagnetic field perpendicular to the
metal.13

Normal Raman spectra and DFT calculations of
jatrorrhizine
The normal Raman and the calculated (DFT) Raman spectra
are shown in Fig. 3. As in the case of palmatine, there is a
very good correspondence between both Raman spectra of
jatrorrhizine after scaling the calculated wavenumbers by a
factor of 0.98. The main experimental and calculated Raman
bands and their assignments are listed in Table 2.

The calculated Raman spectrum (Fig. 3(a)) shows the
most intense bands at 1616 and 1512 cm�1. The former band
is assigned to the �(CC) vibration and the latter to the
υ�CH2�, υ(CH), υ(CCC) of the C ring and �(C N) modes. In
the normal Raman spectrum (Fig. 3(b)), the second strongest
band is shifted to 1598 cm�1 and is assigned to �(CC) of
the A ring, υ(CH), υ(OH), and υ�CH2�. Other medium and
strong bands in the experimental Raman spectrum are those
at 1287, 1387, and 1415 cm�1. These bands correspond mainly

Table 2. Wavenumbers (in cm�1) and assignments of the Raman and SERS spectra of jatrorrhizine

Mode DFT Raman SERS Description

35 543vw 543w �C/D(CH), �(CCCC), �r�CH2�

42 716vw 715sh υD�CCC�breathing, υC(CCC), �A(CCC), υ(COC), �A(CH), �r�C6H2�

45 735vw 738w 738vs υ�CCC�breathing, υ(C13H), �r�C6H2�, υ(CCC)
47 755w 771vw 765w υA/B�CCC�breathing, υC/D(CCC), υ(CH), �r�CH3�, υ(COC), υ(OH), �(C1H), �(C8H)

815vw 815vw
57 962vw 973vw 961vw �w�CH2�

1023vw
61 1048vw �r�CH2�

66 1145vw 1145w 1143w �r�C14H3�, �r�C15H3�, υD(CH)
69 1156vw υ(OH), υA/C(CH), �w�C5H2�, υB/A(CCC)
72 1179vw 1183w 1181vw �r�CH3�, υ(OH), υ(C11H)
74 1209m 1199m υ(CH), �t�C5H2�

77 1243vw 1239w 1243w �t�CH2�, υ(CH), υ(OH), υA(CCC), �(C2O)
78 1251vw 1264vw 1276w υ(CH), �t�CH2�, �(C10O), �(C9O), �(C N)
80 1281w 1287m 1287w υ(CH), υ(OH), �(C10O), �(C9O), υ(CCC)
82 1319sh 1332sh �w�C5H2�, υA�CCC�breathing, �(C3O), �(C2O), υA(CH)
83 1329 1341m 1340w �w�C5H2�, υ(CH), υ(CCC), υ(OH)
86 1362w 1359m 1359vw �w�C6H2�, υ�C14H3�, υ(OH), υ(CH), υ(CCC)
87 1370sh 1370vw �w�C6H2�, υ(OH), υ(C13H)
88 1388m 1387s 1390m υC/D(CH), �w�C6H2�, υC/D(CCC), υ�C14H3�

89 1421m 1415m 1421m υ�C14H3�, υ�C13H3�, υ(CCC), υ(CH), υw�C5H2�

90 1430vw 1442w υs�C13H3�, �w�CH2�, υ(OH)
95 1463w υas�C13H3�

1490m 1490w
103 1512vs 1511vs 1513w υ�C6H2�, υC(CH), υC(CCC), �(C N)
104 1529sh 1534w υA/D(CH), υA/D/C(CCC), υ(OH)
105 1563w 1565m 1563w �D/C(CC), υD/C(CH), υ�C14H3�

106 1586vw 1598vs 1594w �A(CC), υA(CH), υ(OH), υ�CH2�

108 1616vs 1615w �(CC)
109 1632w 1631m 1633w �C/A(CC)

vs, very strong; s, strong; m, medium; w, weak; vw, very weak; �, stretching; υ, bending; �w, waging; �t, twisting; �r, rocking; � ,
out-of-plane deformation; s, symmetric; as, asymmetric.
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Figure 3. DFT-calculated Raman (a), FT-Raman (b), and
FT-SERS (c) spectra of jatrorrhizine.

to in-plane deformations of the different groups present in
the molecule. Unlike palmatine, the intensity of the band at
738 cm�1 in the normal Raman spectrum of jatrorrhizine is
quite weak.

SERS spectrum of jatrorrhizine
The SERS spectrum of jatrorrhizine on Ag colloid is displayed
in Fig. 3(c). This spectrum was compared to the normal
Raman spectrum. A reversal of the relative intensity between
the region 1145–1635 cm�1 and the lower wavenumber
region (ca 738 cm�1) is observed, as it occurs in berberine.15

The bands that decrease the most when the molecule is
absorbed on the Ag surface correspond to stretching and in-
plane deformations. For example, the band at 1631 cm�1

is assigned to �(CC) of the A and C rings. The �80

vibration, at 1287 cm�1, involves υ(CH), υ(OH), �(ring-O),
and υ(CCC). The �74 mode that disappears in the SERS
spectrum corresponds to υ(CH) and �t�CH2�.

The most intense band of the SERS spectrum corresponds
to �45, located at 738 cm�1. This vibration is weak in the
normal Raman spectrum and is assigned to the breathing
deformation of the rings, υ(CH), �r�CH2�, and υ(CCC). In
addition, the bands at 509, 543, 618, 715, and 765 cm�1 show
a higher intensity when compared to the normal Raman
bands. All these vibrations have one or more out-of-plane
motions, such as �(CH), �(CCC), �r�CH2�, and �r�CH3�. The
modes �42 and �47 also involve the breathing deformation.
Again, the fact that the most enhanced bands on the SERS
spectrum involve out-of-plane motions suggests a parallel
orientation of the alkaloid on the metallic surface.

Normal Raman spectra and DFT calculations of
coptisine
Figure 4 shows the normal Raman, (DFT) calculated Raman
spectra (scaled by 0.98), and the SERS spectra. When the
first two spectra are compared, an excellent fit is found

Figure 4. DFT-calculated Raman (a), FT-Raman (b), and
FT-SERS (c) spectra of coptisine.

in both the wavenumbers and the relative intensities of
the coptisine bands. A similar good correspondence was
found in berberine.15 The main experimental and calculated
Raman bands and their assignments are listed in Table 3.
The most intense bands in the calculated Raman spectrum
(Fig. 4(a)) are those at 1620 (�92), 1515 (�87), 1366 (�76)
and 1200 cm�1 ��66�. In the Raman spectrum obtained
experimentally (Fig. 4(b)), these bands show the highest
intensity as well. Another intense vibration is the one at
1409 cm�1. The very strong �87 mode mainly corresponds
to the CH2 scissoring of the methylenedioxy groups. The
medium to strong mode �76 is assigned to the �w�C6H2�.
On the other hand, the medium band at 1409 cm�1 must
correspond to the overlap of the �78 and �80 vibrations
shown in the calculated spectra, giving rise to a more intense
band. Both modes involve wagging deformations of the
methylenedioxy groups.

The most intense bands on the lower wavenumber region
of the Raman spectra, at 713 and 774 cm�1, mainly correspond
to out-of-plane CH and CCC deformations and to breathing
deformations of both the aromatic and methylenedioxy rings.

SERS spectrum of coptisine
As in the previously studied berberine alkaloids, the SERS
spectrum of coptisine (Fig. 4(c)) shows an inversion of the
relative intensity between the bands around 730 cm�1 and
the ones in the 1200–1650 cm�1 region. When coptisine is
adsorbed on Ag nanoparticles, a large decrease in the relative
intensity of the strongest Raman vibration (�87) is observed.
The bands in the higher wavenumber region (1607, 1619,
and 1646 cm�1) also undergo a significant loss of relative
intensity. It is worth observing that there is almost no shift
in the wavenumbers of the SERS bands when compared to
the normal Raman ones (Table 3). This suggests that there

Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Raman Spectrosc. 2008; 39: 1907–1914
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Table 3. Wavenumbers (in cm�1) and assignments of the Raman and SERS spectra of coptisine

Mode DFT Raman SERS Description

25 534vw 537vw �r�C6H2�, �r�C5H2�, �(CCCC)
26 557vw 564vw �r�C6H2�, �r�C5H2�, �(CCCC), �(C12H)
27 608vw 616vw �(CCCC), �D(CH), �r�C6H2�

28 623vw 630s �(CCCC), �r�C5H2�

29 640vw 649vw �(CCCC), �r�C5H2�

33 711w 713w 713vs �A(CH), υC/D(CCC), �A/B(CCC), υ�OC15O�breathing

35 723sh 723sh �(CCC), �(CNC), �(CH)
36 730sh υC/D�CCC�breathing, �r�C5H2�, �r�C6H2�

38 769vw 774w 774vs υC/D(CH), υC/D�CCC�breathing, υ�OC15O�breathing, �(C1H), �r�C5H2�

39 797vw 805w 803vw υC(CCC), υ(OC15O), υA�CCC�breathing, υ�OC14O�breathing, �(C-N)
41 828vw 838vw 836w �A(CH), υA�CCC�breathing, υ�OC14O�breathing

49 935vw 992vw �as(C14O), υ(OC14O), υ(C4H)
54 1044vw 1041w �r�C5H2�, �r�C6H2�

58 1111w 1108vw �r�C14H2�, υA/C(CH), �w�C5H2�, υA(CCC)
60 1136w 1137vw υ(CH), υC(CCC), �(C-N), �t�C5H2�, �r�C6H2�

64 1177w 1176vw �t�C14H2�

66 1200m 1203m 1199m υ(CH), �t�C6H2�, �t�C5H2�

67 1216w υ(CH), �t�C6H2�

68 1235w 1237w 1235vw �t�C6H2�, �t�C5H2�, υA(CH), υA/B(CCC)
69 1255w 1257sh υA(CH), υ(C8H), �t�C6H2�, �t�C5H2�, υA(CCC)

1272w 1270w
70 1288w 1291w 1287w υC(CH), �w�C6H2�, �w�C5H2�, υ (CCC)
73 1336vw 1326w �w�C6H2�, �w�C5H2�, υ(C12H), υ(C12H), υ(CCC)
74 1349sh 1347m 1345m �w�C6H2�, �w�C5H2�

76 1366s 1363m 1361m �w�C6H2�

78 1404m 1409m 1401sh �w�C14H2�, �w�C15H2�

80 1418m 1411m υ(CH), �w�C14H2�, �w�C5H2�, �w�C6H2�, υ(CCC)
83 1460m 1444w 1442w υ�C6H2�, υ�C5H2�

84 1478m 1469w 1471w υ�C6H2�, υ�C15H2�, υ(CH)
85 1493m 1494m 1501m υ(CH), υ�C14H2�, υ�C15H2�

87 1515vs 1517vs 1517m υ�C14H2�, υ�C15H2�, υ�C6H2�

90 1579vw 1577vw 1575w �C/D(CC), υC/D(CH), �w�C15H2�

91 1609m 1607sh 1604w �A/C/D(CC), υC(CH)
92 1620s 1619m 1619w �A(CC)
94 1641m 1646m 1646vw �C/D(CC)

vs, very strong; s, strong; m, medium; w, weak; vw, very weak; �, stretching; υ, bending; �w, waging; �t, twisting; �r, rocking; � ,
out-of-plane deformation; s, symmetric; as, asymmetric.

is almost no change in the electronic delocalization of the
aromatic rings.

The most enhanced bands in the SERS spectrum are those
at 713 and 774 cm�1. However, there are other coptisine
bands below 700 cm�1 (537, 564, 616, 630, and 649 cm�1) that
also are enhanced on the Ag surface when compared to the
normal Raman spectrum. As can be seen in Table 3, all these
vibrations (�25 to �29) involve mostly out-of-plane motions,
such as �(CCCC), �(CH), and �r�CH2�. The differences
observed in the relative intensity of the bands between the
normal Raman and SERS spectra lead to the conclusion that
coptisine, as the other molecules in this study, is oriented
parallel to the Ag surface.

Comparison between the SERS spectra of
berberine and the three berberine alkaloids
Figure 5 shows the comparison of the SERS spectra of
berberine, coptisine, palmatine, and jatrorrhizine. The last
two molecules are quite difficult to differentiate using their
SERS spectra, as both the wavenumbers and the relative
intensities of the bands are almost the same. Even though
they only differ in the functional group attached to C3 (OH
in jatrorrhizine and OCH3 in palmatine), they are easily
distinguished using their normal Raman spectra. The most
intense bands of the SERS spectrum of palmatine (Fig. 5(c))
and jatrorrhizine (Fig. 5(d)) at 736 and 738 cm�1, respectively,
can be used to distinguish between them. As these bands
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are very close in wavenumbers, other bands are needed
to help in the differentiation of both dyes. These are the
weak bands at 404, 427, and 543 cm�1 and the shoulder at
1276 cm�1 in the SERS spectrum of jatrorrhizine. Palmatine
also presents weak characteristic bands at 439 and 1606 cm�1.
The SERS spectrum of coptisine (Fig. 5(b)), on the contrary,
shows a very different profile when compared to the other
three molecules. It can be easily differentiated by means of
the pair of very strong bands at 713 and 774 cm�1. These
two vibrations have large contributions from υ(OC15O)
breathing as well as out-of-plane motions. Neither of them
has a large out-of-plane movement of the nitrogen atom,
which was responsible for the most enhanced band in the
SERS spectrum of berberine. The �35 mode of coptisine
does not appear in the SERS spectrum at all. This mode
is equivalent to the strongest band in the SERS of berberine,
as it involves out-of-plane motions, including that of the
nitrogen. However, it is not enhanced in the coptisine SERS
spectrum, probably because it does not include a υ(OC15O),
which is the unique group of that dye when compared to the
other alkaloids. Finally, berberine SERS spectrum (Fig. 5(a))
presents features in common with coptisine and palmatine
spectra. For example, the spectral profile of the higher
wavenumber region resembles that of palmatine. On the
other hand, berberine has a characteristic band at 770 cm�1,
which is close to the 774 cm�1 band of coptisine. These
observations represent an expected result, as the structure
of berberine is a combination of those of the other two
molecules. Nevertheless, berberine15 can be distinguished
from the other alkaloids by its most intense band at 729 cm�1.

It is interesting to note the strong band that appears
at 244 cm�1 in all the SERS spectra (Fig. 5). As NaCl was
used as the aggregating agent, the band can be attributed to
the strong �(Ag–Cl) vibration.19 This band is observed only

Figure 5. Comparison of the SERS spectra of berberine (a),
coptisine (b), palmatine (c), and jatrorrhizine (d). The region
700–800 cm�1 is shown expanded in the inset.

when the species are adsorbed weakly on the surface and
cannot displace the Cl� from it.

CONCLUSIONS
The FT-Raman and SERS spectra of three alkaloid dyes with
very similar structures, namely palmatine, jatrorrhizine, and
coptisine, have been obtained for the first time. Although
the SSRDS of berberine and palmatine have been obtained
earlier, our FT-Raman spectra show much higher resolution.
Besides, the technique we used is much simpler to perform
in applied experiments than the SSRDS one.

The three protoberberine alkaloid dyes studied show
an inversion of the relative intensity of the bands
between the low wavenumber (around 730 cm�1) and the
1200–1650 cm�1 regions when the dyes are adsorbed on the
Ag nanoparticles. The comparison between the FT-Raman
and the (DFT) calculated spectra allowed us to do a complete
assignment of the spectra of the protoberberine alkaloids.
Thus, the most enhanced vibrations were found to involve
some out-of-plane motions, as happened in the SERS spec-
trum of berberine. Therefore, a parallel orientation of the
alkaloids on the metallic surface can be deducted, in accor-
dance with the SERS selection rules.

Finally, in this paper we have demonstrated the potential
of the SERS technique to differentiate among molecules
with small structural differences. The main bands of
palmatine and jatrorrhizine are found at 736 and 738 cm�1,
respectively. As they are very close in wavenumber, other
discriminants were proposed. However, both dyes can be
easily differentiated from berberine, whose characteristic
band is found at 729 cm�1. On the other hand, coptisine is
characterized by a pair of intense bands at 713 and 774 cm�1.
This molecule presents some interesting differences with the
other three alkaloid dyes. For example, the strongest bands
of its SERS spectrum do not involve an out-of-plane motion
of the nitrogen atom, as in the case of the others, but an OCO
in-plane bending of one of the methylenedioxy rings.
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